
Operate at Scale
Modern IT environments can be dynamic and complex. 
IT organizations often find themselves monitoring effectively at small scale 
but few have implemented solutions with the flexibility and capability to 
operate in elastically scalable environments.

For scaling purposes, IT Ops teams like yours demand a flexible approach to monitoring and data 
collection, and they require data streaming capabilities and big data back ends. Monitoring solutions must 
give the team the ability and confidence to predict and eliminate IT disruptions at scale. With Zenoss, you 
can confidently scale and adapt to unique and evolving needs while focusing on delivering business value 
through IT services rather than administering the tools that support them.

Zenoss builds the most granular and intelligent infrastructure relationship models possible at any scale, 
proactively delivers deep, unparalleled health and performance insights to optimize any IT environment, 
and shares insights with other ITOM tools to automate issue remediation. Zenoss Cloud is designed to 
operate at scale in any IT environment, enabling you to efficiently manage landscapes that continue to 
grow in size and complexity.

“We had to have a platform that could scale and be elastic in nature”.
– Manish Patil, Vice President of Technology Strategy & Alliances, NTT DATA



Complete Coverage
Zenoss extends monitoring capabilities to any 
system or application using ZenPacks, flexible 
plug-ins that are easily created or modified. Scale 
your monitoring coverage to your entire IT universe.

Leverage over 400 out-of-box ZenPacks to 
monitor virtual, cloud and on-premises systems

Monitor ephemeral systems like containers 
and microservices

Collect all data types, including metrics, 
events, logs, model data and more

Leverage the ZenPack SDK to easily create 
ZenPacks to monitor anything

Elastic Scalability
Zenoss collects and analyzes more than 70 billion 
data points per day. The cloud architecture 
provides the virtually infinite elasticity required in 
massive, dynamic environments to match the 
resources allocated with the actual demand at 
any given point in time. 

Scale your monitoring elastically through a 
cloud-based back end

Stream all data types to unified big data storage

Reduce alert noise by 99.9975%

Analyze streaming data with model-informed 
machine learning algorithms

Easily and natively manage multitenant 
environments

Unified Management
Zenoss helps you scale seamlessly from small site 
instances to global multisite cloud and on-premises 
deployments — providing capacity-planning 
insights to optimize IT resources and ensure service 
quality scales with your business.

Build the most granular and intelligent IT service 
models possible at any scale

View unparalleled holistic health and deep 
performance insights to optimize any IT 
environment

Troubleshoot faster with intelligent, dynamic 
crowdsourced views and workflows for IT Ops, 
DevOps and business users

Operate efficiently with device-to-staff ratios 
of thousands to one

Ultimate Flexibility
Zenoss enables IT Ops teams to integrate ITOM 
tools and create efficiencies that cannot be 
achieved by the individual parts. Zenoss offers 
out-of-box integrations with industry leaders like 
Google Cloud, Amazon Web Services, ServiceNow, 
Nutanix, Chef and many more.

Improve agility with a fully integrated ITOM 
ecosystem

Automate 70% of ITOM functions, including 
incident management, CMDB, 
orchestration/provisioning, APM and more

Increase productivity and eliminate issues 
caused by human error

As a SaaS-based platform, Zenoss Cloud delivers IT management as a service without 
the added complexities of managing the monitoring platform itself. Zenoss Cloud was 
architected from the ground up to reside in the cloud. Since it runs on microservices in 
Google Cloud Platform, its scale is effectively unlimited, and the data it collects is 
always available.

To learn more, visit our website at www.zenoss.com.

Zenoss is the global leader in software-defined IT operations.


